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Welcome and Apologies

The Clerk welcomed Donal Casey to his first meeting of the Governing Body. Apologies

were accepted from Paul Macdonald and Lauren Ash'

Register of Pecuniary lnterests/ Register of interests

The full register of Pecuniary lnterests was needed for audit. The Clerk would be sending

out the related parties return to all governors once the form was checked with MH.

Governors were reminded to send the forms, once completed, to MH, copying in the

Clerk.

Appointment of Chair and Vice-Chair

Nominations for Chair were asked for.

DN proposed KK continue os Choir, SC seconded, oll in fovour.

It was agreed that the appointment of Vice-Chair be postponed until the next FGB, with

all governors asked to consider taking on the post'

Minutes and matters arising

The minutes were approved subject to an addition to page 2 34177, to report that the

Slp's report would come to the next Standards meeting. Cterk to add. Whether

individual governors' points of view regarding MAT should be included in the minutes

was discussed. However, given the fact that the governors minutes from FGB were

included on the school's website it was agreed to leave them as was.

Matters arising

34 I t7 Head's Report-Leadership a nd Management

The SEF had been circulated with the papers for the FGB.

34117 Head's Report-Outcomes for pupils

The Head reported that the school had not offered 240 places for admissions to year 7.

They had offered 232, but the extra eight places were there for any students who might

move into the area during the school year.
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Exams report

The Head gave a brief verbal report on exams. A more detailed analysis, from CJD and

WP, would come to the October FGB. lt was noted that there were various appeals

ongoing so he results were provisional.

GCSES

The head was pleased, and relieved, with the GCSE results, particularly as this was the

first year of the new English and Maths. The headline measure, 74.8% gaining grade 4,

or over, in English and Maths compared well with other schools. Taking the OFSTED

measurement of level 5 (strong pass) and above, would bring figures to 55.5% (St

Augustine's 62.4%1. The Progress 8 measure was not known yet and Pupil Premium

figures were also still in the early stages of analysis, but it seemed as if the gap (between

PP and non-PP) was slightly higher in Maths than English. Governors asked about the

subjects on RAPs, whether these had seen an improvement. Mostly these had, there

was slight disappointment with Drama results, the school was looking at getting an

expert in to address this. The school was particularly pleased with English, Language and

Literature, and Science. R.E had also done well in terms of grades.

A Levels

The school was delighted with the A level results. These were the strongest results in a

while, with 16% of students getting A/A* for all subjects taken. The average grade went

up from C to B, and the ALPs teaching score had gone up from 5 to 3, which was in the

excellent zone. Science, in particular, had seen a strong improvement. The results

reflected the huge amount of work put in from the sixth form staff.

AS

The AS results were less good but this was a transitional stage, as this was the last cohort

to sit AS exams and the AS tended to be taken in the weakest subject.

Governors asked for the results for internals. FS would put this in the report for October

FGB.

The Head reported that all schools had received a letter from DfE following the St.

Olave's incident, reminding schools that they could not get rid of students, apart from

exclusions for disciplinary reasons. The school was content that it had acted

appropriately when advising students whether, or not, to stay on in the sixth form, by

taking into account the best pathway for individual students. However, FS needed to

write a policy on this to go through Committees. The governors were satisfied that the

school had followed the correct procedures.

Appointment/Confirmation of Specialist Governors

The roles of specialist governors were confirmed. Joanna Abecassis would remain as SEN

governor. She was no longer cluster governor. Clerk to amend list. PMD had taken on

the role of safeguarding governor. ISB had agreed to be Health and Safety Governor for a

one year period, and would now be standing down. DC to consider taking on the role.

Committees- Chairs and Members

The membership of Committees was reviewed. Given that Standards was low on

members, NS would think about joining Standards. KK could also attend Standards. PMD

would be on Community and Ethos and on FFE. DC would join FFE.

The Chairs of Committees were appointed. KK would remain Chair of Strategy, with the

VC of Strategy to be confirmed at the first meeting.

KK proposed that LD continue as Chair of Standards, JA seconded, all in favour.

KK proposed that DN continue as Chair of FFE, ISB seconded, all in favour.

KK proposed that TC continue as Chair of Community and Ethos, NS seconded, all in

favour. Clerk to double check on term of office before this was confirmed.

It was confirmed that Will Penny and Chris Dutton would attend both Standards and

FS
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Community and Ethos committees as required. Clerk to add this.

As the governing body was now at 15, whether to approach the Board to appoint an

additional governor was discussed. lt was agreed to stay as was at present, but to review

if necessary.

45117 Scheme of Delegation

The Scheme of Delegation was reviewed. This would also go to all Committees for them

to review their own terms of reference. Governors attending other committee meetings,

for committees they were not on, was discussed. lf governors wished to attend other

meetings, this was in an observer capacity, they did not have voting rights (as stated in

the SoD). A sentence to be added to page 7, second bullet point, terms of reference

section stating ' all governors may attend committees as observers, and speak at the

invitation of the Chair'.
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end. Both wished to continue as

and Clerk to double check for TC.

471L7 Admissions Policy

The Admissions Policy for 20!9/20 would be drafted for October FGB. The head was

looking at the section on SEN to see whether it could be drafted to state that the school

would take SEN students provided that the school was able to meet the specific needs of

the child. This needed to be checked against the statutory admissions criteria.

JA left the meeting at 18:40.

TSL Report

DN reported that TSL had had a difficult year and a review on its future was needed. This

would be further looked at through strategy (the terms of reference for TSL would also

be reviewed through Strategy and the SoD needed to reflect that) and a decision needed

to be made before Christmas. Governors asked about interim arrangements if TSL did

not continue and the impact on the primary schools. A catering manager would be

appointed in the interim period, and the school was working closely with the primaries to
ensure that there was no damage to the relationship with them.

AOB

The possibility of having an Estates Group had been discussed. This would go through

FFE.

The Governors gave a vote of thanks to fS, and the school staff for the very impressive

exam results. FS to pass on to all staff.

The meeting terminated at 18:45.
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Terms of Office

The terms of office for LR and TC had come to an

governors. LR to check with the Fitzmaurice Trust,

Clerk to amend ISB's term of office end date.
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